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"A lot of magnificent Islamic libraries are located in Iran."  Magnificent  means ...................... .

modern basic remarkable huge

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Print resources are being joined by massive amount of digital information stored in the

computers of the libraries."  Massive means ....................... .

large normal splendid quite

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Modern libraries should .................................... information technologies in the service of their

patrons.

debate deploy diverse converge

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Reference librarians ............................................. all their efforts to meet information needs of

the users.

devote preserve pioneer debate

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All members are ............................. to use journals subscribed by the library, that is they are given

 official permission to use them.

browsed converged authorized exchanged

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

MARC( Machine-Readable Cataloging) is an international standard to facilitate the creation and

dissemination of bibliographic data among libraries. "Dissemination" means................................. .

appearance progress emergence distribution

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"The special service of library has been exclusively designed for new students."  Exclusively means

................................. .

solely completely actively relevantly

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The .................................... of e-books has allowed many books that were once out-of-print to

return to life.

relevance advent impairment modification

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Theft of rare and valuable books from libraries has increased dramatically over the last two

decades. " Dramatically means ........................... .

innumerablly amazingly extensively significantly

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"The prediction of the libraries of the next decade is murky."  Murky should mean

....................................... .

exact complex gloomy final

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The university installed  ......................................... computer system for its central library. It is

really complicated.

an ultimately  a sophisticated  a precise a murky

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Digital reference desks use .................................. messaging as one of their services.

endorsed increased multitude instant

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His eyes were wide with ....................................... .

astonishment astonish astonished astonishingly

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His ideas do not ........................................ with mine. We do not have the same ideas.

convert conform ensure achieve

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Most public libraries distinguish between adult and juvenile users."  Distinguish  should mean

.............................. .

make sure transform differentiate create

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"In very large multivolume reference works, the last volume may be devoted entirely to indexes."

 Entirely is the synonym of  ............................... .

thoroughly properly generally briefly

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Nima Yushij is the .......................................... of Mohammad Ali Esfandiari.

real name pseudonym authority thumbnail

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Research findings based upon traditional information systems in larger libraries are not

.................................. applicable to small libraries.

necessity necessitate necessarily necessary

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"The article incorporates all former theories."  Incorporate  should mean ............................... .

include relate devise leave out

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Most abstracting and indexing services limit their scope to a specific discipline. " Scope  means

................................. .

range certainty term notation

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In DDC, hierarchical relationships may also be shown in the ................................ .

constituent likeness notation  domain

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She was quite sick; ............................, she attended her classes.

then and therefore nevertheless

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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"Some librarians are more conservative than the others."  Conservative means

................................... .

specified cautious fact-based complete

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"She felt intense fear mingled with excitement."  Mingle  should mean .................................... . 

emphasize mixed with entail undertake

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Searchers can face problems in finding the information they seek. " Seek

means....................................... .

undertake highlight search for elicit

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The conservative librarians are usually ................................. to accept change.

hopeful ready cheeful unwilling

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Increased traffic may ........................................ the widening of the road.

entail elicit specialize negotiate

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Reference librarians should check the .................................. of information since its usage is

important. 

compliance disruption applicability alignment

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"What would happen if the public libraries ceased to exist?"  Cease means.............................. .

proliferate stop expedite route

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Knowing users' information needs is ................................... for any librarian.

previous slight critical exemplary

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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